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Zitface by Emily Howse is a story about a 14 year old girl named Olivia, whose life was just starting to fall into place. Everything
was going perfect in her world. She got hired for a commercial, had a boyfriend and was doing great in school/5.
Zitface was a unique and realistic debut that presents acne in a very believable way. At thirteen, Olivia Hughes has never so much as
broken out before. She is popular at school, has a great group of friends, and the new guy JW is noticing amisboutiquex.coms:
Zitface is a really good book about a thirteen year old inspired actress. Olivia Hughes is a normal year- old whose life is as perfect as
can be until she wakes up to find a zit on her face. The zit goes but is replaced by more zits.4/5(12).
Olivia, a thirteen-year-old Californian, enjoys acting in commercials, but an outbreak of acne threatens her latest project, as well as
her relationships. Zitface by Emily Howse looks at big issues for teens: looking perfect, the fear of rejection if you don't, getting
acne, first boyfriends, & divorced parents. Zitface by Emily Howse, Paperback Barnes & NobleA Zitface is a really good book
about a thirteen year old inspired actress. Olivia Hughes is a normal year- old whose life is as perfect as can be until she wakes up to
find a zit on her face. The zit goes but is replaced by more zits.
Zitface is a very relatable book because during the teen years, acne will constantly make you break out, at least, for some of us. I can
really relate to Olivia Hughes because when I first reached my teenage years, I would also break out. Zitface by Emily Howse Explains how Olivia Hughes's career, relationships, and self-esteem are affected Zitface by Emily Howse is a story of Olivia Hughes
who wants to be an actress. It explains how Olivia Hughes's career, relationships, and self-esteem are amisboutiquex.com: $ Shop
with confidence. Not finding what you're looking for? Save zitface to get Fill Your Cart With Color Under $10 Top Brands Make
Money When You SellTypes: Fashion, Home & Garden, Electronics, Motors, Collectibles & Arts, Toys & Hobbies.
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